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The B-modes of polarization at frequencies ranging from 50-1000 GHz are produced by Galactic
dust, lensing of primordial E-modes in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) by intervening
large scale structure, and possibly by primordial B-modes in the CMB imprinted by gravitational
waves produced during inflation. The conventional method used to separate the dust component of
the signal is to assume that the signal at high frequencies (e.g., 350 GHz) is due solely to dust and
then extrapolate the signal down to lower frequency (e.g., 150 GHz) using the measured scaling of
the polarized dust signal amplitude with frequency. For typical Galactic thermal dust temperatures
of ∼20K, these frequencies are not fully in the Rayleigh-Jeans limit. Therefore, deviations in the
dust cloud temperatures from cloud to cloud will lead to different scaling factors for clouds of
different temperatures. Hence, when multiple clouds of different temperatures and polarization
angles contribute to the integrated line-of-sight polarization signal, the relative contribution of
individual clouds to the integrated signal can change between frequencies. This can cause the
integrated signal to be decorrelated in both amplitude and direction when extrapolating in frequency.
Here we carry out a Monte Carlo analysis on the impact of this line-of-sight extrapolation noise
on a greybody dust model consistent with Planck and Pan-STARRS observations, enabling us to
quantify its effect. Using results from the Planck experiment, we find that this effect is small,
more than an order of magnitude smaller than the current uncertainties. However, line-of-sight
extrapolation noise may be a significant source of uncertainty in future low-noise primordial B-
mode experiments. Scaling from Planck results, we find that accounting for this uncertainty becomes
potentially important when experiments are sensitive to primordial B-mode signals with amplitude
r . 0.0015 in the greybody dust models considered in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION6

Primordial B-modes in the cosmic microwave back-7

ground (CMB) are an important signature of inflation[1–8

4]. In the inflationary paradigm, the very early universe9

underwent a period of exponential expansion, generating10

gravitational waves that were eventually imprinted on11

the polarization of the CMB at last scattering on degree12

angular scales. A detection of this primordial B-mode13

signal would be strong evidence for inflation, and the14

strength of the detected signal would aid in constraining15

inflation models.16

In practice, however, the detection of primordial B-17

modes is complicated by the fact that any primordial sig-18

nal is likely contaminated by foreground sources, and sep-19

arating out the contributions from each of these sources20

will require great care. At degree angular scales and fre-21

quencies above 100 GHz, the primary foreground con-22

tribution comes from linearly polarized emission from23

asymmetric dust grains that are aligned with the Galac-24

tic magnetic field [5–8].25

Empirically, the polarized dust spectral emission dis-26

tribution is typically fitted as a modified blackbody27

in the frequency range targeted by CMB experiments28

(100 − 1000 GHz). Hence, a common technique used29

to remove polarized dust emission in CMB experiments30

is to use polarization maps measured at higher frequen-31

cies (e.g., ∼350 GHz), where the polarized dust emission32

signal dominates, to infer dust polarization properties33

at lower frequencies targeted by CMB experiments (e.g.,34

∼150 GHz). Using the modified blackbody parametriza-35

tion, the spectral energy distribution (SED) of polar-36

ized dust emission scales with frequency as a product37

of the blackbody spectral radiance and an empirically38

fitted spectral index, I(ν) ∝ B(ν, T )νβ , with the polar-39

ization angle remaining unchanged between frequencies.40

The extrapolated dust map at 150 GHz can then be used41

to separate the polarized dust emission component from42

other contributions.43

This separation technique has been used in recent anal-44

yses of B-modes in CMB experiments such as Planck and45

BICEP2. In those analyses, the polarized dust SED was46

determined to be well-fitted by a single mean dust tem-47

perature and spectral index (e.g. see [6, 9]). However,48

for the frequencies of interest in CMB experiments, the49

thermal SED for typical dust temperatures of ∼20 K is50

not fully in the Rayleigh-Jeans regime. Therefore, the51

polarized SED can have a significant dependence on the52

dust temperature (Fig. (1)). Since the temperature dis-53

tribution of Galactic dust varies from cloud to cloud (we54

define a dust cloud as any dusty region with a single char-55

acteristic temperature, column density and polarization56

angle), the SEDs of individual clouds scale differently57

with frequency.58

If there are multiple clouds along a line-of-sight, the59

dust polarization signal observed by a CMB experiment60

combines the polarized emissions from each contributing61

cloud along the line-of-sight. The frequency extrapola-62

tion is carried out on this integrated polarized signal. If63

the contributing dust clouds along a line-of-sight have64

different temperatures, then the relative contribution to65
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the integrated dust polarization signal from each dust66

cloud changes with frequency. In principle, this can lead67

to large deviations from the assumed power law scaling68

factor in the dust polarization signal, especially if the69

polarization angles of the contributing dust clouds are70

severely misaligned. In addition, the polarization angle71

and polarization fraction of the integrated polarization72

signal can be significantly decorrelated between frequen-73

cies. This effect, which produces spatial variations in the74

integrated polarized dust SED, was previously explored75

using a two-cloud model [10].76

The goal of this paper is to understand how much this77

effect, which we call the line-of-sight extrapolation noise,78

impacts the estimates of low frequency polarization. In79

§II, we review the basic idea of why extrapolating the80

dust signal between different frequencies can fail. Then in81

§III, we describe our methodology for characterizing line-82

of-sight extrapolation noise in the polarized dust emission83

observables. In §IV, we present estimates of line-of-sight84

extrapolation noise in various observables using empir-85

ically motivated dust distribution models and compare86

these with Planck results in §V to estimate how impor-87

tant this effect is compared to other sources of uncer-88

tainty. We close with some remarks on implications for89

current and future experiments in §VI.90

II. DUST MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS91

The polarization of thermal dust emission can be de-
scribed in terms of Stokes I, Q and U parameters. In the
optically thin regime, the specific intensity I of a dust
cloud at a frequency νa is empirically well-fitted by the
modified blackbody parameterization

I(νa) = B(νa, T )κ(νa)Nd

∝ B(νa, T ) νβa
(1)

where92

B(νa, T ) =
2hν3a
c2

1

exp( hνakBT
)− 1

(2)

is the blackbody spectral radiance; Nd is the dust column93

density; and T is the temperature of the dust cloud. The94

dust opacity κ is usually described as a power law [11, 12]95

κ(νa) = κ0

(
νa
ν0

)β
(3)

where κ0 is the dust opacity at some reference frequency
ν0 and β is the spectral index. The Stokes Q and U
parameters are

Q(νa) = pI(νa) cos(2α)

U(νa) = pI(νa) sin(2α)
(4)

where p is the polarization fraction of the cloud (here, we96

make the simplifying assumption that it is independent97

of frequency); α is the angle of polarization with respect98

to a reference axis; and I(νa) is the specific intensity at99

νa, given by Eq. (1).100

To extrapolate the Stokes parameters S ∈ {I,Q, U}
of the polarized dust emission from that observed at fre-
quency νa to a lower frequency νb, we use equations (1)-
(4) to obtain the estimator

Ŝ(νb) = S(νa)
B(νb, T )

B(νa, T )

(
νb
νa

)β
. (5)

Eq. (5) is the explicit parameterization of the estimator101

used to extrapolate the polarized dust SED in the Planck102

collaboration’s analysis of thermal dust polarization data103

(see e.g. [12–15]). Fig. (1) shows that the ratio of the104

radiance at two frequencies is temperature dependent.105

If there are multiple clouds along one line-of-sight, the
total integrated Stokes parameter along the line-of-sight
is the sum of individual contributions from each cloud.
For example, the integrated Stokes Q parameter is

Q(νa) =
∑
i

Qa,i =
∑
i

Ii(νa) pi cos(2αi) (6)

where the index i labels individual clouds. If we assume
that the dust opacity law in Eq. (3) is universal (i.e. the
spectral index β is the same for all dust clouds), we can
remove the opacity term from the sum and write Eq. (6)
as

Q(νa) = κ(νa)
∑
i

B(νa, Ti)Nd,i pi cos(2αi). (7)

Therefore, the ratio of Q at two frequencies is

Q(νb)

Q(νa)
=
κ(νb)

κ(νa)

∑
i B(νb, Ti)Nd,i pi cos(2αi)∑
i B(νa, Ti)Nd,i pi cos(2αi)

=

(
νb
νa

)β ∑
i B(νb, Ti)Nd,i pi cos(2αi)∑
i B(νa, Ti)Nd,i pi cos(2αi)

(8)

Following the same treatment, the ratio of the Stokes I106

and U parameters at two frequencies are107

I(νb)

I(νa)
=

(
νb
νa

)β ∑
i B(νb, Ti)Nd,i∑
i B(νa, Ti)Nd,i

(9)

U(νb)

U(νa)
=

(
νb
νa

)β ∑
i B(νb, Ti)Nd,i pi sin(2αi)∑
i B(νa, Ti)Nd,i pi sin(2αi)

(10)

Generally, equations (8)-(9), which represent the true108

frequency scaling relation when there are multiple cloud109

contributions along a line-of-sight, do not reduce to110

Eq. (5) except in three cases: (1) there is only 1 cloud111

along the line-of-sight, (2) every cloud along the line-112

of-sight has the same temperature, or (3) the polarized113

dust SED is deep in the Rayleigh-Jeans regime. The114

first two cases are physically unrealistic, since we expect115

there to be multiple clouds along a line-of-sight simply116

from Copernican arguments, as empirical dust emission117

maps from Planck show marked angular variation in dust118
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FIG. 1. Ratio of the blackbody spectral radiance (as a func-
tion of frequency) to the blackbody spectral radiance at 350
GHz for three different dust temperatures. The Rayleigh-
Jeans law is plotted for comparison. In the limit of large
temperature (T � 30K), the plotted ratio is independent of
temperature, approaching the Rayleigh-Jeans scaling of ν2.
But at typical diffuse dust cloud temperatures of ∼20K, the
scaling of the blackbody spectral radiance function with fre-
quency has a significant temperature dependence. For exam-
ple, note the difference between this ratio at ν = 150 GHz
when the temperature is 10K as opposed to 30K.

temperature (see e.g. [14]). If the polarized dust emission119

were deep in the Rayleigh-Jeans regime, then the Planck120

function B(ν,Ti) → 2ν2kBT/c
2. In that case, B(ν, T )121

is a pure power law in frequency, and the frequency-122

dependent part of B(ν, Ti) can be factored out of the123

sum in both numerator and denominator, and the re-124

maining terms in the sum cancel out. In this scenario,125

both equations (5) and (8)–(9) reduce to the same power126

law in frequency with exponent γ = β + 2. Therefore,127

Eq. (5) would be a perfect estimator. However, the fre-128

quencies targeted by CMB experiments and typical dust129

cloud temperatures do not fall within the Rayleigh-Jeans130

regime (see Fig. (1)).131

The estimator in Eq. (5) therefore deviates non-linearly
from the true scaling factor given by equations (8)–(9),
resulting in some degree of extrapolation error when the
estimator is used, which we refer to as line-of-sight ex-
trapolation noise. The polarization fraction and polar-
ization angle of the line-of-sight integrated polarized dust
signal can therefore be significantly decorrelated between
different frequencies. The net polarization fraction p and
polarization angle α at frequency νa are related to the
net Stokes parameters along a line-of-sight by

p(νa) =

√
Q(νa)2 + U(νa)2

I(νa)

α(νa) =
1

2
tan−1

(
U(νa)

Q(νa)

) (11)

If Eq. (5) is a perfect estimator, then the frequency-132

dependent factors B(ν, T ) νβ in the Stokes Q, U , and133

I parameters exactly cancel out in the numerator and134

denominator in the equations for p(νa) and α(νa), leav-135

ing the polarization fraction and angle unchanged be-136

tween frequencies (i.e. p(νa) = p(νb) = p and α(νa) =137

α(νb) = α). However, in actuality, the frequency depen-138

dence of the integrated Stokes parameters (Eqs. (8)-(9))139

in Eq. (11) does not trivially vanish. Therefore, the po-140

larization fraction and angle can differ between two fre-141

quencies.142

It is worth emphasizing that this line-of-sight extrap-143

olation noise occurs whenever a complete 3D characteri-144

zation of the dust foreground is not known. CMB experi-145

ments typically measure the line-of-sight integrated dust146

signal, which loses this line-of-sight information. Hence,147

the line-of-sight extrapolation noise can be described as148

an astrophysical systematic error that affects CMB ex-149

periments and cannot simply be reduced by virtue of bet-150

ter instrument resolution or sensitivity alone. Therefore,151

it is imperative that the extent of this effect is charac-152

terized, and its effect on the accuracy of the inferred po-153

larized dust foreground emissions at frequencies targeted154

by CMB experiments is well-understood.155

The degree of line-of-sight extrapolation noise depends156

non-trivially on the cloud properties, such as the num-157

ber of contributing clouds and temperature of the clouds158

along the line-of-sight, which makes characterizing and159

subtracting this effect challenging. A previous study us-160

ing a two-cloud model demonstrated that the line-of-sight161

extrapolation noise can be potentially large in scenarios162

where the polarization angles of the contributing clouds163

along a line-of-sight are significantly misaligned with re-164

spect to each other [10]. In this model, if the relative165

contribution to the integrated polarization signal of the166

clouds changes between frequencies, then the polariza-167

tion signal of the first cloud may dominate at one fre-168

quency, while the polarization signal of the second cloud169

may dominate at a different frequency, leading to decor-170

related polarization properties between the two frequen-171

cies if the clouds are severely misaligned with respect172

to each other. However, the true statistical significance173

of this source of uncertainty is not yet well-understood,174

especially in a more general model where there are mul-175

tiple contributions along each line-of-sight. Therefore, a176

more robust analysis of the statistical significance of this177

source of uncertainty for many lines-of-sight is required.178

In the remainder of this paper, we describe a first step179

towards the statistical characterization of this line-of-180

sight extrapolation noise, using a single population of181

dust clouds which is assumed to be well-described by a182

single universal modified blackbody SED. This simplify-183

ing assumption was implied in our analytic expressions184

Eq. (8)-Eq. (9), where we assumed a universal dust opac-185

ity law for every dust grain along the line-of-sight. In186

reality, dust grain populations are heterogeneous, with187

varying dust compositions, grain sizes, and orientation188

with respect to local radiation/magnetic field geometries189
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in the Galaxy (e.g. [16–21]), all of which can result in190

different dust SEDs. The integrated thermal dust SED191

for these multi-component dust populations is therefore192

likely to have more complex dependencies on, e.g. T , p,193

Nd, α, than we have described in Eq. (8)-Eq. (9). This is194

likely to affect our overall characterization of the line-of-195

sight extrapolation noise. These additional complexities196

can potentially introduce additional statistical and sys-197

tematic uncertainties that do not arise in a single dust198

population model. However, due to the current lack of199

observational constraints on the large-scale distribution200

and statistical properties of these multifarious dust grain201

populations, we do not account for these additional po-202

tential uncertainties in this paper, leaving these consid-203

erations to a future study.204

III. METHODOLOGY205

To quantify the statistical significance of line-of-sight206

extrapolation noise, we perform a Monte Carlo analy-207

sis as follows: first, we simulate a mock sky map corre-208

sponding to a region that may be targeted by a CMB209

instrument. Every pixel on the map represents one line-210

of-sight, and each line-of-sight contains some number of211

contributing clouds. The number of clouds along each212

line-of-sight is allowed to vary, as are the temperatures,213

cloud column densities, polarization fractions and polar-214

ization angles of each cloud. The integrated I, Q and U215

Stokes parameters from polarized dust emission are then216

calculated for every pixel by summing the Stokes param-217

eters of each cloud using Eq. (8) to obtain the integrated218

dust polarization signal. The polarization fraction and219

angle of the integrated signal in each pixel are then cal-220

culated using Eq. (11).221

The above process is carried out at 150 GHz and222

350 GHz. These two frequencies were chosen to coin-223

cide with the frequency used in the BICEP2 experiment224

and the frequency of the dust polarization map used by225

the Planck experiment to estimate the dust polarization226

signal in the BICEP2 field [6, 9, 22]. These simulated227

maps represent the true thermal polarized dust signal228

at those two frequencies. We then calculate an inferred229

temperature for each line-of-sight by fitting for the inte-230

grated ITrue(150) and ITrue(350) signal with the estima-231

tor Eq. (5), assuming some fiducial spectral index β. For232

this study, we use the Planck value of β = 1.59 [15]. We233

then take the true polarized dust map at 350 GHz and234

scale the amplitude of the signal in each pixel accord-235

ing to the estimator Eq. (5) to the target frequency of236

150 GHz using the inferred temperature and the fiducial237

spectral index β = 1.59. The resulting map represents238

the predicted thermal dust polarization map at 150 GHz239

from extrapolation. The pixel-by-pixel deviation of the240

predicted polarization properties from the true polariza-241

tion properties at 150 GHz are then calculated. The sta-242

tistical properties of the line-of-sight extrapolation noise243

are then evaluated for the simulated sky map.244

We quantify line-of-sight extrapolation noise using245

three observables:246

1. QTrue/Qpredicted247

2. pTrue/ppredicted248

3. αTrue − αpredicted249

If the extrapolation is perfect, then we expect (1)250

QTrue/Qpredicted = 1, (2) pTrue/ppredicted = 1, and (3)251

|αTrue − αpredicted| = 0 for each pixel1. Therefore, we252

quantify line-of-sight extrapolation noise using the sta-253

tistical scatter of these parameters from their expected254

values for all the pixels in a given sky region. The Stokes255

U parameter is also used to determine the polarization256

fraction and angle in our model, but will not be included257

as an quantity of interest in this analysis. The reason for258

this omission is because we assume the dust clouds have a259

uniform random distribution of polarization angles from260

an arbitrary reference axis in our models (see discussion261

§III.2). As such, there is no preferred directionality in262

the polarization angles, and hence no meaningful physi-263

cal or statistical distinction between the Stokes Q and U264

parameters.265

Following Ref. [10], we define the ratio of cloud inten-
sities along each line of sight as

ri(νa) =
Ii(νa)

I0(νa)

=
B(νa, Ti)Nd,i
B(νa, T0)Nd,0

(12)

where i refers to the ith cloud along the line-of-sight and 0266

is some arbitrary reference cloud along the line-of-sight.267

This definition allows us to parameterize Eq. (7) (and268

similarly for the Stokes U parameter) in terms of the269

specific intensity of the reference cloud, I0:270

Q(νa) = I0(νa)
∑
i

ri(νa)pi cos(2αi) (13)

This parametrization has an advantage over Eq. (7) in271

that it depends on the dimensionless ratio of column272

densities Nd,i/Nd,0 instead of the actual column densi-273

ties. Since the main source of information about the274

dust column densities come from dust extinction data,275

the ratio of dust extinctions can serve as a direct proxy276

of the dust column density ratios without requiring any277

normalization. This simplifies the number of input pa-278

rameters required to determine the Stokes parameters to279

the following 5 parameters:280

1. Number of distinct clouds281

1 Alternatively, subtracting 1 from each value of QTrue/Qpredicted

(likewise for p) converts it into a measure of the fractional dif-
ference QTrue/Qpredicted − 1 = (QTrue −Qpredicted)/Qpredicted.
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2. Column density ratio, Nd,i/Nd,0282

3. Temperature, Ti283

4. Polarization fraction, pi284

5. Polarization angle, αi285

For our Monte Carlo analysis, we use two different 3D286

maps of the distribution of dust clouds, which we dis-287

cuss in further detail in §III.1. For both sky maps, we288

emulate the analysis done by the Planck Collaboration289

[15] and use the HEALpix software [23] to analyze the290

sky polarization maps at a resolution of Nside = 128,291

corresponding to an angular resolution of 27’.5. We fo-292

cus on a circular patch of 30◦ radius containing 13284293

pixels centered on the Galactic pole. Each pixel rep-294

resents a line-of-sight, and each contribution along the295

line-of-sight is assigned a temperature, polarization frac-296

tion, column density ratio and polarization angle, drawn297

from an empirically-motivated distribution. The polar-298

ized dust emission properties can then be calculated. De-299

tails of the distribution of these parameters are discussed300

in §III.2. Table I summarizes the models and the input301

parameters used in this analysis.302

III.1. Dust Cloud Models: Number and Density303

In this section, we introduce two different dust cloud304

distribution models, focusing on the number of clouds305

along each line of sight and their column densities. The306

first and simpler model assumes that there are a discrete307

number of contributing clouds along every line-of-sight,308

sampled from a Poisson distribution. The second model309

uses distance and reddening data from Pan-STARRS 1310

and 2MASS photometry to infer dust column densities311

at different distance bins [24]. We discuss the details of312

the two models below.313

III.1.1. Poisson Cloud Distribution (Model 1)314

This model assumes that each line-of-sight contains315

a discrete number of dust clouds drawn from a Pois-316

son distribution. Previous statistical studies of the ex-317

tinction in the solar neighborhood suggest that stellar318

extinction observations are best fit by three kinds of319

cloud with different extinctions: weak extinction clouds320

with E(B − V ) = 0.012, medium extinction clouds with321

E(B − V ) = 0.05 and dark clouds with E(B − V ) > 0.1322

[25]. The total cloud distribution in this model follows a323

Poisson distribution with 9 clouds per kpc. Since tomo-324

graphic studies of the Milky Way suggest a characteristic325

disk scale height . 1kpc (e.g. [26]), we assume there are326

no clouds outside of 1 kpc.327

The dust column density can be inferred from the dust328

extinction, with the ratios of cloud extinctions serving as329

a proxy for the cloud column density ratios. In the above330
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FIG. 2. Histogram of the quantity log10(Nd,i/Nd,0) from Pan-
STARRS 1 and 2MASS photometry data, where Nd,0 is the
median cloud column density defined for each line of sight.
The best fit Gaussian, with a mean of 0 and standard de-
viation of 0.42, is overplotted in blue. Dashed vertical lines
indicate values of log10(Nd,i/Nd,0) for the three-cloud model
by Vergely et al. [25]. Further discussion on the data analysis
is provided in §III.1.1.

study, the three cloud types corresponded to three differ-331

ent characteristic extinction values. However, instead of332

using these values, we use the best-fit distribution from333

the higher resolution Pan-STARRS 1 and 2MASS pho-334

tometry data [24].335

From Pan-STARRS 1 data, we take the cumulative336

reddening data in 13 distance bins out to 1 kpc and con-337

vert it to non-cumulative reddening in each distance bin.338

We then set any reddening value of E(B-V) < 0.001 to 0339

as those values are likely to be spurious. For convention,340

we set the reference cloud to be the cloud with median ex-341

tinction along each line-of-sight, and then calculate the342

logarithm of the ratio log10(Nd,i/Nd,0) for every cloud,343

where Nd,0 is the reference cloud along each line-of-sight.344

This is repeated for every line-of-sight in the 30◦ radius345

sky patch centered on the North Galactic Pole, which is346

representative of regions targeted by CMB experiments.347

The resulting distribution is best fitted by a Gaussian348

with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.42 (see Fig. (2)).349

The best-fit values for the three-cloud model are also350

indicated by the vertical dashed lines, where we use351

the medium extinction cloud as the reference cloud and352

set the characteristic extinction of the dark clouds to353

E(B−V ) ≈ 0.15, following typical best fit values in [25].354

We find that Pan-STARRS 1 extinction data agrees with355

the three-cloud model, as demonstrated by the fact that356

the best-fit values for the three-cloud model fall within357

the distribution described by the Pan-STARRS 1 extinc-358

tion data. Therefore, in our model, we sample the col-359

umn density ratio for each cloud from the Pan-STARRS360

1 distribution.361
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Parameter Poisson distribution model (model 1) 3D Pan-STARR1 reddening map (model 2)

Number of
contributing

clouds

Poisson distribution with a mean of 9 clouds per kpc 13 logarithmic distance bins out to 1 kpc

Nd,i/Nd,0 Gaussian distribution in log10(Nd,i/Nd,0) with mean 0
and standard deviation 0.42

Fixed by line-of-sight reddening profiles

T Gaussian with mean Tmean = 19.56 and standard
deviation σT = 3.19

Gaussian with mean Tmean = 19.64 and standard
deviation σT = 3.45

p Gaussian with mean pmean = 0.146 and standard
deviation σp = 0.03

Gaussian with mean pmean = 0.157 and standard
deviation σp = 0.03

α
Uniform random distribution Uniform random distribution

TABLE I. Summary of fiducial dust distribution model parameters used in two different dust distribution models to characterize
line-of-sight extrapolation noise. The distributions for the temperature and polarization fraction were obtained by fitting the
model to reproduce the integrated temperature distribution. Additional details of the fitting procedure and how the parameters
for each model were derived are discussed in detail in §III.1. Specific values of the fitted mean and standard deviations of the
Gaussian distribution for T and p in various dust distribution models are presented in Table III.

III.1.2. Pan-STARRS 1 Stellar Photometry (Model 2)362

We used 3D dust reddening-distance maps from Pan-363

STARRS 1 and 2MASS photometry [24] to infer the dust364

distribution in a 30◦ radius region centered at the North-365

ern Galactic Pole (Fig. (3(a))), as regions near the Galac-366

tic Poles are most likely to be targeted by CMB exper-367

iments. Reddening data is available for 31 logarithmic368

distance bins along each line-of-sight out to a distance369

modulus of µ = 19.0 or ∼ 63 kpc. Each distance bin is370

treated as a discrete contribution to the polarized emis-371

sion along the line-of-sight.372

As with the Poisson model, we use the reddening in-373

formation as a proxy for the dust column density. The374

increase in reddening between distance bins is taken to375

be proportional to the dust column density in that bin.376

Likewise, we set any reddening value of E(B-V) < 0.001377

to 0 as those values are likely to be spurious. How-378

ever, unlike the Poisson model, we use the reddening379

data directly instead of drawing randomly from a fitted380

distribution model. Because the dust reddening maps381

have varying angular resolution, we first upsample the382

map to the maximum HEALPix resolution on the map,383

Nside = 2048, and then downsample the map to the tar-384

get resolution of Nside = 128. The reddening in each385

downsampled pixel is obtained by taking the average red-386

dening of all the upsampled pixels within each downsam-387

pled pixel, except for pixels for which there is no redden-388

ing data.389

For our fiducial model, we used the best-fit reddening-390

distance data for 13 distance bins out to a distance mod-391

ulus of µ = 10.0 or 1 kpc. This is a fairly conservative392

cut, as the reddening does not increase after 1 kpc for393

the vast majority of the sight lines in the 30◦ region near394

the North Galactic Pole that we consider in this analy-395

sis. For example, Fig. (3(b)) plots integrated reddening396

for 100 lines-of-sight in the region marked by the white397

contour line in Fig. (3(a)).398

III.2. T , p and α Distributions399

To fully determine the polarization properties, the400

cloud temperatures, polarization fractions and polariza-401

tion angles have to be specified for every dust cloud402

in both 3D dust maps described above. Presently, 3D403

maps of the dust polarization and temperature proper-404

ties do not exist. However, the Planck Collaboration405

has produced several all-sky studies of the 2D line-of-406

sight integrated polarized thermal emission from dust407

foregrounds (e.g. [12–15]). Using the same modified408

blackbody parametrization described in §II, the Planck409

collaboration has produced statistical distributions of the410

inferred dust temperature T for the entire sky and polar-411

ization fraction p for a large region of the sky [12, 14].412

The inferred all-sky dust temperature distribution413

from integrated line-of-sight data is relatively uniform,414

with a small overall dispersion. The distribution pro-415

file at 5’ angular resolution is approximately Gaussian,416

with a mean dust temperature and standard deviation417

of 19.7 ± 1.4 K for the whole sky (see Fig. 16 from418

[12]). The polarization fraction distribution is consid-419

erably more complex, since it is more strongly corre-420

lated with Galactic magnetic field structure and hence421

exhibits a larger degree of spatial and angular correla-422

tions. For the present study, we make the simplifying423

assumption that the polarization fraction is uncorrelated424

between nearby lines-of-sight and between clouds along425

a line-of-sight. Additionally, we assume the distribution426

follows a truncated Gaussian distribution with mean po-427

larization fraction and standard deviation of 0.06 ± 0.03,428

where these fiducial values are approximate fits to esti-429
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E(B−V) at 1kpc

0 0.1mags

(a) Orthographic projection of dust reddening map at 1 kpc,
centered on the North Galactic Pole.
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(b) Reddening out to 1 kpc for 100 lines-of-sight near the
North Galactic Pole.

FIG. 3. Top: Integrated reddening map at 1 kpc from
Pan-STARRS 1 photometry. The black contour line indicates
the 30◦ region used in our analysis. Bottom: Reddening as
a function of distance for 100 lines-of-sight near the North
Galactic Pole out to 1 kpc. The white contour line in (a)
indicates where these sight lines are located.

mates from Planck data [14]. While this may be an over-430

simplification of the true observed distribution of polar-431

ization fractions, we find that the choice of polarization432

fraction distribution itself only weakly affects the overall433

line-of-sight extrapolation noise, and therefore is not an434

important factor in this study (see §IV.3.1).435

In reality, the true 3D cloud temperature and polar-436

ization fraction distributions likely have a larger disper-437

sion compared to the line-of-sight integrated distribu-438

tions, since line-of-sight integration effectively smooths439

out variations in cloud properties along the line-of-sight.440

Using the above distributions of cloud temperatures and441

polarization fractions, we infer the true 3D distributions442

of these quantities for a specified dust cloud distribu-443

tion recursively. We vary the initial 3D distributions and444

calculate the integrated Stokes parameters for every line-445

of-sight at 150 GHz and 350 GHz. For temperature, we446

use Eq. (5) to fit the observed line-of-sight T and po-447

larization fraction p for the Stokes parameters at these448

two frequencies for the fiducial spectral index β = 1.59.449

We then fit a Gaussian distribution to the resulting dis-450

tribution and perform a χ2 minimization to get the ini-451

tial 3D distribution to produce the observed line-of-sight452

temperature distribution of T = 19.7 ± 1.4 K. The 3D453

polarization fraction distribution is inferred in a similar454

manner, but using only the generated 350 GHz Stokes455

parameters. We use the integrated Stokes parameter to456

calculate the integrated polarization fraction and fit the457

initial conditions so as to reproduce the model distribu-458

tion of p = 0.06 ± 0.03. Specific values of the fitted mean459

and standard deviations of the Gaussian distribution for460

T and p in various dust distribution models are presented461

in Table III in the appendix.462

Finally, we make the simplifying assumption that the463

polarization angles are uncorrelated along the line-of-464

sight and sample the polarization angle of each cloud465

from a uniform random distribution. In reality, the po-466

larization angle traces Galactic structure and magnetic467

field lines, so we also expect some correlation in the po-468

larization angles of dust clouds in regions where there are469

prominent Galactic structures or magnetic fields. Even470

though CMB experiments target high Galactic latitude471

regions to avoid these structures, studies of Galactic dust472

at high latitudes using data from Planck as well as ex-473

periments like the Galactic Arecibo L-Band Feed Array474

HI (GALFA-HI) suggest that some degree of structural475

coherence in polarization angles exists even in those high476

latitudes regions [27, 28]. Since large line-of-sight extrap-477

olation noise is most likely when there is significant mis-478

alignment of the polarization angles of the contributing479

clouds along a line-of-sight, we expect this assumption to480

result in an overestimation of the line-of-sight extrapola-481

tion noise. This possible bias is studied in more detail in482

§IV.3.1.483

However, it is unclear how significant the structural484

coherence in polarization angle is in the context of our485

model, which considers dust contributions out to a dis-486

tance of 1 kpc. Statistical studies of the polarization487
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angle dispersion by the Planck collaboration show that488

the polarization angle dispersion increases by about 10◦489

over an angular scale of 2.5◦ (i.e. on average, the po-490

larization angle direction changes by about 10◦ over an491

angular distance of 2.5◦) From the Pan-STARRS 1 red-492

dening data, most of the increase in reddening near the493

Galactic pole occurs on distance scales of a few hundred494

parsecs (e.g. see Fig. (3(b))). If we make the conserva-495

tive estimate that the dust polarization map measured496

by Planck comes from Galactic dust at 500 pc, an an-497

gular scale of 2.5◦ corresponds to a physical scale length498

of about 20 pc, which is the size of the smallest distance499

bin in the Pan-STARRS 1 dust maps. If the polariza-500

tion angle direction changes by about 10◦ over 20 pc, we501

do not expect dust clouds to be significantly correlated502

in polarization angles if they are separated by distances503

larger than about 100 pc.504

More generally, a limitation of our model is that since505

we draw values of temperature, polarization fraction and506

polarization angle for each cloud along the line-of-sight in507

this 3D model from an observationally constrained distri-508

bution without taking into account spatial information,509

we do not capture the effects of coherent structures in the510

Galactic dust that may result in correlations in T , p and511

α between dust clouds. A more physically representative512

dust model might encode information about the spatial513

coherence of these parameters (for example, in the form514

of a 2-point correlation function). Generally, we expect515

coherence in these parameters to reduce the extent of the516

line-of-sight extrapolation noise. However, we omit these517

considerations in the present study.518

In §IV.3.1, we analyze the dependence of the line-of-519

sight extrapolation noise on the input distributions of520

cloud temperatures, polarization fractions, and polariza-521

tion angle. We find that line-of-sight extrapolation noise522

has a strong dependence on the temperature distribution523

and the polarization angle dispersion, while it has a much524

weaker dependence on the choice of polarization fraction525

distribution.526

IV. RESULTS527

IV.1. Fiducial Models528

We start by using our fiducial models (Table I) to gen-529

erate maps of Q,U at 150 and 350 GHz. Fig. (4) shows530

examples of the simulated Stokes Q maps made using531

fiducial model 2. From these maps, we extract:532

• the ratio of true to the predicted Stokes parameter533

Q at 150 GHz534

• the ratio of true to the predicted polarization frac-535

tion p at 150 GHz536

• the difference between the true and predicted 150537

GHz polarization angle α538

For our two fiducial models, the results from our Monte539

Carlo analysis are given in Figs. 5 and 6 and Table II.540

The distribution profile for both models are very similar,541

with only a slight difference in the scatter between the542

two models. We draw the following conclusions from our543

fiducial models:544

1. The line-of-sight extrapolation noise does not bias545

the estimate of Q, p or α in any systematic manner,546

since the median value for each parameter is consis-547

tent with the expected values of those parameters548

if there were no line-of-sight extrapolation noise.549

2. In these fiducial models, the PDF for each parame-550

ter is relatively symmetric about the median value,551

with the upper and lower 68th and 95th percentile552

limits being comparable in width to each other.553

3. The line-of-sight extrapolation noise is non-554

Gaussian, with a cusp at the median value and a555

longer tail compared to a Gaussian distribution.556

This can be seen in the difference between the557

68th and 95th percentile confidence limits for each558

of the line-of-sight extrapolation noise parameters;559

the width of the 95th percentile confidence limits560

are 4-5 times the width of the 68th percentile con-561

fidence limits, contrary to the expectations for a562

Gaussian distribution.563

4. Model 2 produces results in a slightly larger line-564

of-sight extrapolation noise than model 1, as can565

be seen in the slightly larger width of its 68th per-566

centile confidence intervals for all 3 parameters (e.g.567

Fig. (6)).568

These slight differences notwithstanding, both fiducial569

models predict 68th percentile statistical uncertainties on570

the of order 7% in Q (U), 3% in p and 1◦ in α, and 95th571

percentile uncertainties of order 50% in Q (U), 10% in p572

and 4◦ in α per line-of-sight due to line-of-sight extrapo-573

lation noise. We will compare this error contribution to574

estimates of the total extrapolation uncertainty reported575

by the Planck Collaboration in §V to ascertain the im-576

portance of this effect relative to other sources of error.577

However, it is important to recognize the implication of578

the longer tail in the distribution on the line-of-sight ex-579

trapolation noise: The majority of the lines-of-sight have580

small deviations from the estimator (Eq. (5)); however,581

there is a small population of sightlines where the polar-582

ization properties deviate significantly from the estimator583

when extrapolating between two frequencies, resulting in584

large mis-estimation of the dust polarization properties585

at the target frequency of the CMB experiment. It is586

these particular sightlines that are the greatest cause for587

concern in polarized dust foreground separation in CMB588

experiments, since the polarization properties for these589

lines-of-sight at 350 GHz are not predictive of that at 150590

GHz. Masking these particular lines-of-sight will signifi-591

cantly improve constraints on this source of uncertainty.592

In §VI, we discuss strategies to account for these non-593

predictive lines-of-sight.594
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Parameter Model 1 Model 2

Median 68% C.L. 95% C.L. Median 68% C.L. 95% C.L.

QTrue/Qpredicted 1.00 (+0.06,−0.06) (+0.50,−0.47) 0.99 (+0.07,−0.07) (+0.56,−0.55)

pTrue/ppredicted 1.00 (+0.03,−0.03) (+0.12,−0.11) 0.99 (+0.03,−0.04) (+0.14,−0.13)

αTrue − αpredicted (◦) 0.00 (+0.85,−0.85) (+3.50,−3.55) 0.01 (+1.05,−1.07) (+4.17,−4.26)

TABLE II. . Median, 68% and 95% confidence limit estimates of the three line-of-sight extrapolation noise parameters from
Monte Carlo analysis of the two fiducial models.

QTrue QPredicted QTrue/QPredicted

0 2

FIG. 4. Cartesian projections of stimulated maps of the Stokes Q parameter made using fiducial model 2. Maps are centered
on the North Galactic Pole (see §III.1.2 for details). Left: map of true Q Stokes parameters at 150 GHz. Center: map of
predicted Stokes Q parameters at 150 GHz, obtained from extrapolating Stokes Q map at 350 GHz down to 150 GHz using
Eq. (5). Both maps are unnormalized. Right: map of the ratio of the true Stokes Q parameters to the estimated Stokes Q
parameter at 150 GHz.

IV.2. Extension of Fiducial Model: Cloud Number595

The largest unknown quantity in our modeling is esti-596

mating how many contributing clouds there are along a597

line-of-sight. Here, we extend our fiducial models to char-598

acterize how the line-of-sight extrapolation noise scales599

with the number of contributions along a line-of-sight.600

For model 1, we vary the mean number of clouds per kpc601

from 1 to 30 in the Poisson distribution of number of602

clouds along a line-of-line. For model 2, we extend the603

cumulative number of reddening distance bins we include604

in our Monte Carlo analysis out to the furthest distance605

bin corresponding to a distance of ∼ 63 kpc.606

For each variation in the number of contributions, we607

keep all other parameters fixed as given in Table I, ex-608

cept for the distributions of dust temperature T and609

polarization fraction p. For the T and p distributions,610

we refit the 3D temperature and polarization fraction611

PDF in order to reproduce the observed line-of-sight612

distributions for each variation in the number of con-613

tribution along a light-of-sight. The fitted 3D temper-614

ature and polarization fraction distribution parameters615

for each cloud distribution model are given in Table III.616

Finally, we parametrize the extrapolation uncertainty617

as half of the width spanned by the 68th percentile618

confidence limits, ∆χ = (χ84% − χ16%)/2, where χ ∈619

{QTrue/Qpredicted, pTrue/ppredicted, αTrue − αpredicted}.620

Fig. (7) shows the results of this analysis. The left plots621

show the line-of-sight extrapolation noise using model 1622

for various values of the mean number of clouds along623

a line-of-sight, ranging from 1-30. In this model, the624

line-of-sight extrapolation noise increases monotonically625

with the mean number of clouds. However, the rate of626

increase in line-of-sight extrapolation noise appears to627

fall off with a larger number of clouds. For model 2,628

the line-of-sight extrapolation noise flatten off much more629

significantly after ∼1 kpc. The leveling off is likely due630

to the reddening in majority of the sight lines in the 30◦631

radius region centered on the North Galactic Pole falling632

off after that distance bin.633

We conclude from this analysis that the two fiducial634

models are relatively consistent with each other, i.e. the635

Pan-STARRS 1 reddening map is consistent with a Pois-636

son distribution model with a average of about 10 clouds637

along each line-of-sight. This consistency check supports638

our choice of fiducial values for the cloud number distri-639

bution.640
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FIG. 5. Full projected and marginal distributions of line-of-sight extrapolation noise quantities. In the marginal distribution
plots, the median (50th percentile) value and 68th percentile limits are plotted as dashed lines, whose values are stated above
each plot. The different 2D projections of the Monte Carlo samples are also directly plotted, with denser regions binned. The
contour lines in each 2D projection correspond to the 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 σ confidence intervals (the 0.5 σ line is obscured in some
of the plots.) There appears to be a slight correlation between pTrue/ppredicted and QTrue/Qpredicted. This is expected, since p
has dependencies on the Stokes Q parameter (Eq. (11)). We do not observe a correlation between αTrue−αpredicted and any of
the other observables, however.
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FIG. 6. A comparison of the marginal distributions of line-of-sight extrapolation noise observables from the two fiducial
models, with corresponding input parameters specified in Table I. As in Fig. (5), the dashed lines corresponds to the 68th
percentile confidence intervals. Both models produce very similar distributions, with model 2 producing samples with slightly
wider confidence intervals than model 1. The exact values of the confidence intervals are given in both Table II and Fig. (5).

IV.3. Systematics641

In §IV.1, we explored the line-of-sight extrapolation642

noise levels from our fiducial models, and in §IV.2, ex-643

tensions of our fiducial model for different distributions of644

number of contributing clouds along a line-of-sight. Here,645

we explore the various possible systematic uncertainties646

that may potentially bias our result. We investigate the647
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dependence of the line-of-sight extrapolation noise on the648

distribution of input parameters as well as possible biases649

that may result from a specific choice of the angular res-650

olution scale.651

IV.3.1. Input Parameter Distributions652

We investigate the dependence of the line-of-sight ex-653

trapolation noise on the input parameter distributions654

by varying the value of a single input parameter while655

fixing the remaining parameters and characterizing how656

the extrapolation noise varies with the parameter. In657

this analysis, we use model 1 and vary individual distri-658

bution parameters for T , p, Nd and α while fixing the659

remaining parameters at the fiducial values (Table I).660

We use model 1 in this analysis for expediency, as the661

parametrization of the cloud number and column den-662

sity in this model is easy to modify. However, we expect663

the effect of variations in the input distributions on the664

line-of-sight extrapolation noise to hold for any general665

model of dust distribution, since the trends reflect the666

underlying physical mechanisms governing the extrapo-667

lation noise and not the distribution of dust clouds.668

The results are shown in Fig. (8), with fiducial val-669

ues highlighted for comparison. The first two columns670

plot variations in the line-of-sight extrapolation noise671

with changes in the cloud temperature distributions. The672

line-of-sight extrapolation noise has a strong dependence673

on the form of the cloud temperature distribution, as674

there are obvious variations in the extrapolation uncer-675

tainty when the mean and standard deviation of the676

temperature distribution are modified. A higher mean677

cloud temperature leads to lower extrapolation noise, e.g.678

from ∆(QTrue/Qpredicted) = 0.3 to 0.02 when the mean679

temperature increases from 10 K to 40 K. The physical680

reason for this is that the blackbody spectral radiance681

is closer to the Rayleigh-Jeans regime at higher tem-682

peratures in these frequencies, and therefore, the true683

frequency-scaling relation (e.g. Eq. (8)) increasingly con-684

verges to the estimator Eq. (5). On the other hand,685

an increase in the standard deviation of the cloud tem-686

perature distribution leads to an increase in the line-of-687

sight extrapolation noise. This is also consistent with our688

physical understanding of the extrapolation noise, since689

a larger variation in temperature between clouds leads690

to a greater mismatch in the frequency-scaling between691

dust clouds along a line-of-sight.692

The third and fourth columns show how the line-of-693

sight extrapolation noise varies with the distribution of694

polarization fractions. In contrast to the cloud tempera-695

ture distribution, the line-of-sight extrapolation noisede-696

pends only weakly on the polarization fraction distribu-697

tion, as variations in both the mean and the scatter in the698

polarization fraction distribution do not result in any sig-699

nificant change in the extrapolation noise from its fiducial700

values. Therefore, we believe that our use of a simplified701

distribution profile for the cloud polarization fraction is702

justified. However, this result assumes that the distribu-703

tion of polarization fractions of dust clouds is indepen-704

dent of frequency, and may not necessarily hold in the705

case where the polarization fractions of dust clouds vary706

with frequency.707

The fifth column plots the effect on the line-of-sight708

extrapolation noise of variations in column densities be-709

tween dust clouds, parametrized by the standard devi-710

ation in the log-normal distribution in the dimension-711

less ratio log10(Nd,i/Nd,0), where Nd,0 is an arbitrary712

reference column density used for normalization. As a713

consistency check, we verified that the choice of Nd,0 is714

indeed arbitrary by the observation that the extrapola-715

tion noise is completely independent of the mean value716

of log10(Nd,i/Nd,0), which is determined by the choice of717

Nd,0. The plots in column 5 show that larger variations718

in the cloud column density (parametrized by an increase719

in the standard deviation in log10(Nd,i/Nd,0)) result in a720

decrease in extrapolation noise. A physical explanation721

for this trend is that in a population of clouds with large722

variations in column densities between clouds, the overall723

polarized dust SED is dominated by the clouds with the724

largest column densities, effectively masking out contri-725

butions from other clouds along the line-of-sight. This726
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FIG. 8. Extrapolation noise as a function of various input distributions using model 1, with stars indicating fiducial values. The
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effectively lowers the extrapolation noise, since the ex-727

tent of line-of-sight extrapolation noise depends on the728

contributions of multiple clouds.729

Finally, to investigate the effect on line-of-sight ex-730

trapolation noise of correlations in polarization angles of731

clouds along a line-of-sight, we change the polarization732

angle distribution from the fiducial choice of a uniform733

random distribution to a Gaussian distribution around734

an arbitrary mean angle, and vary the standard devia-735

tion of the distribution. We verified that the choice of736

mean angle is arbitrary by varying the choice of mean737

angle and checking that it has no effect on the line-of-738

sight extrapolation noise. We then increase the standard739

deviation of the polarization angle distribution from 0◦740

to 90◦. As the standard deviation increases, the line-of-741

sight extrapolation noise asymptotically approaches that742

of the fiducial model. The relevant plots are shown in the743

last column of Fig. (8). Large-scale correlations in polar-744

ization angles along a line-of-sight effectively decrease the745

line-of-sight extrapolation noise, so our fiducial assump-746

tion of a uniform random distribution overestimates the747

line-of-sight extrapolation noise.748

In summary, this analysis suggests the following about749

the input distributions and their effect on our fiducial750

analysis:751

• The line-of-sight extrapolation noise is most sen-752

sitive to the temperature distribution of the dust753

clouds.754

• The fiducial results are relatively insensitive to the755

distribution of polarization fractions. Therefore,756

our analysis is relatively robust with respect to our757

assumptions about and simplification of the polar-758

ization fraction distribution.759

• Variations in the dust column density has an signif-760

icant effect on the line-of-sight extrapolation noise761

analysis, but the effects are less pronounced com-762

pared to the temperature distribution and increases763

in these variations serve to decrease the line-of-sight764

extrapolation noise.765
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• Our model overestimates the line-of-sight extrapo-766

lation noise if there are large-scale correlations in767

the polarization angles of dust clouds along the line-768

of-sight.769

IV.3.2. Variations in 3D Temperature Distribution770

Given that the line-of-sight extrapolation noise is most771

sensitive to the temperature distribution of the dust772

clouds, it is worth considering ways in which the 3D dust773

temperature distribution can be further refined in order774

to improve the fidelity of our model. One way in which775

our 3D distribution model can be improved is to account776

for variations in the temperature distributions for dust777

clouds at different distances from the Galactic disk. The778

physical reason for this is that the radiation field from779

the Galactic disk is the dominant heating mechanism for780

Galactic dust, and so we expect dust clouds further away781

from the disk to be systematically cooler than nearby782

clouds.783

Here, we investigate to first-order the effects of a sys-784

tematic variation in dust temperature with distance by785

considering a model where, instead of drawing a temper-786

ature for each dust cloud from the same universal tem-787

perature distribution, dust clouds at different distances788

draw temperatures from different temperature distribu-789

tions, where the mean temperature of each distribution790

decreases as a function of distance. Model 2 is a natural791

fit for this study, because each reddening contribution is792

associated with a distance bin.793

For simplicity, we consider a toy model where we use
the fiducial 3D Gaussian temperature distribution (Ta-
ble I), scaling only the mean temperature of the distri-
bution such that it decreases with each distance bin. We
follow the toy model described by Tassis, Pavlidou and
Kylafis [29], where we assume that spherical dust clouds
are situated at different distances h above the center of
the Galactic plane, and are heated only by a uniform
disk of stars within the plane. Assuming each cloud is at
thermal equilibrium, absorbing the same fraction of the
incident flux from the stellar disk and emitting thermally,
the temperature will decline with h as

T ∝ ln

(
1 +

(
Rdisk

h

)2
)1/4

(14)

where Rdisk is the radius of the stellar disk. Here, we794

set Rdisk to 13.5 kpc, following [30]. We then fit for795

the temperature of the nearest distance bin in Model 2796

so as to reproduce the observed line-of-sight integrated797

temperature distribution of T = 19.7±1.4 K. The best fit798

model has a mean temperature of ∼20.5K for the nearest799

distance bin of 0-63 pc, which falls off to ∼17.2K at 1800

kpc. We then calculated the line-of-sight extrapolation801

noise parameters for this model and compared it to the802

fiducial model, where the temperature distribution of the803

dust clouds does not depend on distance.804

The results, plotted in Fig. (9), show that this model,805

where the mean cloud temperatures decrease non-linearly806

with distance from the Galactic plane, does not produce807

a significant difference in the line-of-sight extrapolation808

noise, compared to the fiducial model. However, this809

result may not necessarily hold for more sophisticated810

and physically representative models of the distribution811

of dust temperatures, and we caution against broadly812

generalizing from this result.813

IV.3.3. Angular Resolution of Pan-STARRS 1 Dust Map814

Here, we explore potential systematic uncertainties as-815

sociated with the native and downscaled angular reso-816

lution of the Pan-STARRS 1 dust maps used to infer817

dust column densities. The native resolution of the Pan-818

STARRS 1 map in the 30◦ radius region centered on819

the north Galactic pole is 13.7’, which we degrade to820

27.5’ (corresponding to Nside = 128) by assigning to each821

downsampled pixel the mean reddening value of the chil-822

dren pixels within it. A concern is that the loss of granu-823

larity in variations in the dust cloud reddening on small824

angular scales could bias our analysis.825

To investigate this potential systematic uncertainty,826

We calculate the line-of-sight extrapolation noise at res-827

olutions of 13.7’, 27.5’, 55’ and 110’ (corresponding to828

HEALPix Nside resolutions of 256, 128, 64, and 32 re-829

spectively), degrading the map by assigning to each pixel830

at the target resolution the mean reddening value of the831

children pixels at Nside = 256 within it. The temper-832

ature, polarization fraction and polarization angle were833

sampled independently from the same fiducial distribu-834

tion for each target pixel.835

Fig. (10) shows the line-of-sight extrapolation noise836

when the variation in dust cloud reddening is effectively837

smoothed over different pixel resolutions. The plots show838

an increase in the 68% confidence interval with increasing839

Nside resolution, but the dependence is very weak, imply-840

ing that line-of-sight extrapolation noise is not particu-841

larly sensitive to the granularity of the dust clouds itself.842

IV.3.4. Map Smoothing and Pixel Angular Scale843

Degradation844

A potential concern with our analysis is that the line-845

of-sight extrapolation noise may depend on the angular846

resolution of our mock maps, and that systematic biases847

can arise from the choice of angular resolution scale used848

in our analysis. Characterizing these systematics are im-849

portant for a accurate comparison of our fiducial results850

with the observed extrapolation uncertainties reported851

by the Planck collaboration, because in the Planck anal-852

yses, polarization maps were smoothed from their native853

angular resolution (e.g. 5’ for 353 GHz) to 1◦ FWHM854

resolution, and the pixel resolution of those maps were855

degraded to e.g. Nside = 256 in [14] and Nside = 128856
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FIG. 9. A comparison of the marginal distributions of line-of-sight extrapolation noise observables from (1) the fiducial model
2 (green), where every cloud draws a temperature from the same temperature distribution, and (2) a model in which the
mean temperature of the clouds decrease with distance from the Galactic disk (yellow). Dashed lines indicate 68% confidence
intervals for each model. The model used to produce the latter is described in §IV.3.2.
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FIG. 10. Unnormalized marginal distribution of line-of-sight extrapolation noise parameters at various Nside angular resolution
using model 2 and fiducial distributions (Table I). Dashed lines of the same color indicate 68% confidence intervals for each
of the four distributions. For each Nside value, the dust reddening map was downsampled from a native resolution near the
Galactic Pole of Nside = 256 down to its target resolution by averaging the reddening of all the native resolution pixels in each
target resolution pixel. Other input parameters were drawn from the same fiducial distribution.

in [15]. In this section, we investigate the effect of (1)857

smoothing the polarization maps and (2) downsampling858

the HEALPix pixel resolution of the polarization maps859

on the line-of-sight extrapolation noise.860

We investigate the effects of smoothing by generating861

Stokes I, Q and U maps at 150 GHz and 350 GHz at an862

angular resolution of 3.4’ (corresponding toNside = 1024)863

using fiducial model 2. The maps at those two frequen-864

cies are then smoothed with a Gaussian beam of FWHM865

5’, 15’, 30’ and 60’. The line-of-sight extrapolation noise866

was then calculated for each pixel of the smoothed maps,867

using estimator Eq. (5) with an inferred temperature ob-868

tained by fixing β = 1.59 and fitting temperature pa-869

rameter in the estimator to the ratio of the line-of-sight870

specific intensities Iν at 150 GHz and 350 GHz for each871

pixel. Each of these smoothed maps are then degraded to872

a pixel resolution of 13.7’ (corresponding to Nside = 128)873

by assigning each Nside = 128 pixel the mean Stokes I,874

Q, and U parameters of the Nside = 1024 pixels within875

it.876

Fig. (11) show superimposed histograms of line-of-sight877

extrapolation noise parameters of the eight maps with878

various smoothing and pixel angular scale degradation.879

The vertical lines indicate 68% confidence intervals. We880
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FIG. 11. Normalized histograms of the three Extrapolation error parameters for various degrees of smoothing at angular
resolutions of 3.4’ (Nside = 1024) and when degraded to a pixel angular resolution of 13.7’ (Nside = 128), the angular resolution
of the pixel used in our fiducial analysis as well as the Planck analysis [15]. Vertical dashed lines indicate 68% confidence
intervals of histograms of the same color.

find that the 68% confidence intervals of the line-of-sight881

extrapolation noise does not vary significantly, either882

with the degree of smoothing or the degradation of the883

pixel angular resolution scale. Therefore, map smoothing884

or pixel resolution scale degradation does not appear to885

bias or change the systematic uncertainty caused by the886

line-of-sight extrapolation noise.887

V. COMPARISON WITH PLANCK888

UNCERTAINTY889

We want to determine how significant line-of-sight ex-890

trapolation noise is compared to the total extrapola-891

tion uncertainty reported by the Planck experiment from892

cross-correlation analyses of the dust polarization data at893

intermediate latitude sky patches [15]. The Planck ex-894

periment currently has the most sensitive all-sky maps895

in these frequencies, and these maps have been used896

in the most recent B-modes analyses by the joint BI-897

CEP2/Planck collaboration [9, 31], which makes them898

particularly relevant to this study. In their analysis,899

the Planck collaboration determined the spectral indices900

of polarization, β, for 400 sky patches of 10◦ radius901

at intermediate latitudes at a HEALpix resolution of902

Nside = 128, and reported a mean spectral index with903

1σ dispersion of β = 1.59 ± 0.17. This observed 1σ dis-904

persion in β represents the total observed extrapolation905

uncertainty due to extrapolation, and includes both the906

Planck HFI instrument noise and line-of-sight extrapola-907

tion noise.908

Upcoming CMB experiments will be able to reduce909

instrumental noise by virtue of better sensitivities and910

angular resolution. However, the line-of-sight extrapo-911

lation noise represents a component of the intrinsic as-912

trophysical foreground uncertainty in the polarized dust913

foreground separation technique that may have to be ac-914

counted for by future CMB experiments. Here, we esti-915

mate the contributions of the line-of-sight extrapolation916

noise as well as the Planck instrument noise and compare917

it to the total extrapolation uncertainty.918

V.1. Line-of-Sight Dust Extrapolation Noise919

We consider the impact of line-of-sight extrapolation
noise by performing the following analysis, using mock
Stokes Q and U maps of only the polarized dust emis-
sion, generated using our Pan-STARRS 1 fiducial model
(model 2) at various frequencies for a 30◦ radius re-
gion centered on the Galactic Pole. We emulate the
Planck analysis [15] by generating 400 mock sky patches,
each comprising 1000 independent pixels. The Stokes Q
and U parameters for each pixel were randomly sampled
without replacement from the mock Stokes maps. For
each sky patch, we then calculate the polarization cross-
correlation coefficient at frequency ν, αν , by minimizing
the χ2 expression using the 353 GHz map as a template2:

χ2 =

1000∑
i=1

[Qi(ν)− ανQi(353 GHz)]
2

+ [Ui(ν)− ανUi(353 GHz)]
2

(15)

2 This expression differs slightly from the Planck analysis (Eq. (13)
of [15]) in that we omit fitting for a constant local mean offset
between the different frequency maps, as our mock maps do not
contain that systematic effect.
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where the sum is over every pixel in the sky patch.
The cross-correlation coefficients are then fitted with the
usual modified blackbody parametrization3,

αν ∝ B(ν, T ) νβ (16)

We can then deduce the spectral index β for the sky920

patch from the cross-correlation coefficient, αν , given an921

independent estimate of the dust temperature of the sky922

patch. Each sky patch produces an estimate of β, and923

the 1σ dispersion in β across the 400 mock sky patches924

provides an estimate of the error due to line-of-sight ex-925

trapolation noise, which we compare with the total ex-926

trapolation uncertainty of ∆β = 0.17 reported by the927

Planck experiment.928

To estimate the impact of line-of-sight extrapolation929

noise on β, we implement two different methods to es-930

timate the dispersion in β when extrapolating the dust931

polarized SED from 353 GHz to 150 GHz. The first, more932

straightforward method directly calculates the cross-933

correlation coefficients at 150 GHz, α150, from mock934

Stokes Q and U maps at 150 GHz and 353 GHz for the935

400 sky patches. We then fit the modified blackbody936

spectrum Eq. (16) to each cross-correlation coefficient937

using the mean dust temperature of 19.6 K reported by938

Planck to deduce the spectral index for each sky patch.939

Over the 400 mock sky patches, we obtained a 68th per-940

centile dispersion in β of ∆β = 0.006 ± 0.0003, where941

the error is obtained from bootstrapping. This error is942

∼ 4% of the total extrapolation uncertainty reported by943

Planck.944

Our second method more closely emulates the fiducial
Planck analysis by inferring β not directly from αν , but
from the color ratio R(100,217,353)4, where R is a com-
bination of cross-correlation coefficients

R(ν0, ν1, ν2) =
αν2 − αν0
αν1 − αν0

(17)

Following the fiducial Planck analysis, we generate mock945

maps at 100, 217 and 353 GHz, and calculate the color946

ratio R for each pixel. We then infer β by fitting R for947

each sky patch, using the same mean dust temperature of948

19.6 K. Using this method, we obtained a slightly higher949

68th percentile dispersion in β of ∆β = 0.007± 0.0003.950

3 The fiducial Planck analysis was done in units of thermodynamic
temperature (KCMB), and so the parametrization they used (Eq.
(19) of [15]) has to account for instrumental color correction and
unit conversion factors. Here, we are in units of MJy Sr−1, so we
omit these factors

4 This parametrization is used in the Planck analysis because
the difference in the cross-correlation coefficients (in units of
µKCMB) subtracts the achromatic CMB contribution, while the
fraction removes normalization terms. Our mock maps do not
contain these contributions; however, line-of-sight extrapolation
noise varies with frequency, so this parametrization will produce
a different estimate of the line-of-sight extrapolation noise.

V.2. Planck HFI Instrument Noise951

To obtain an estimate of the contribution from the952

Planck HFI instrument noise to the total extrapolation953

uncertainty, we conduct the following rudimentary anal-954

ysis: We first generate signal-only maps at multiple fre-955

quencies, such that the dust polarization SED scales with956

frequency exactly as a modified blackbody (Eq. (5)) with957

a uniform temperature and frequency. We then generate958

instrument noise maps at those frequencies, and add the959

noise component to the signal-only maps to create a “sig-960

nal + noise” polarized dust emission map where the only961

uncertainty in the polarized dust SED comes from the in-962

strument noise. We then emulate the Planck analysis [15]963

to infer the dust spectral index β for ∼ 400 sky patches964

of 10◦ radius. Any scatter in the inferred dust spectral965

index from these sky patches would arise entirely due to966

the instrument noise. Hence, we consider the dispersion967

in β from this analysis an approximate estimate of the968

contribution from Planck instrument noise to the total969

extrapolation uncertainty.970

We use the polarized dust emission map at 353 GHz971

from the Planck 2015 astrophysical component analysis5972

as a proxy for the signal-only component of the thermal973

dust polarization map at 353 GHz. Following the Planck974

analysis [15], we first smooth the map to a resolution975

of 1◦ and downsample the map to a HEALPix resolu-976

tion of Nside = 128. We then use this signal template977

to generate signal maps of thermal dust polarization at978

lower frequencies (e.g. 217 GHz) by first converting the979

maps from units of antenna temperature, KRJ, to units980

of MJy Sr−1 and then scaling the signal of each pixel with981

frequency using the estimator Eq. (5), assuming a uni-982

form temperature of T = 19.6 K and polarization spectral983

index of β = 1.59.984

To generate the Planck instrument noise maps, we used985

the difference in the Planck half-mission frequency maps986

as a proxy for the instrument noise at different Planck987

HFI frequency bands. We then combine the signal and988

noise maps by summing the signal and the noise compo-989

nents from the two maps for each pixel, converting both990

maps to units of MJy Sr−1 beforehand for unit consis-991

tency.992

We then infer β from these noisy maps in a similar993

fashion as the Planck analysis [15]. First, we divide the994

sky map into patches of 10◦ radius centered on HEALPix995

pixels at a resolution of Nside = 8. Emulating the Planck996

analysis, we consider 488 sky patches centered at inter-997

mediate Galactic latitudes of 10◦ < |b| < 60◦. For each998

sky patch, we obtain the cross-correlation coefficient at999

various frequencies, following the same χ2 minimization1000

procedure as §V.1 (Eq. (15)).1001

5 Available publicly as part of the Planck Public Data Re-
lease 2: http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/Planck/release 2/all-
sky-maps/foregrounds.html
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The cross-correlation coefficients can then be used to1002

infer the spectral index for each sky patch. Using the1003

cross-correlation coefficient at 217 GHz, α217, to directly1004

infer the spectral index, we obtain a 1σ dispersion in1005

β of 0.19 ± 0.03 from these maps, where the error is1006

from bootstrapping. We also calculated the color ratio1007

R(100,217,353) (Eq. (17)) for each sky patch and inferred1008

β from those values, obtaining a 1σ dispersion in β of1009

0.22±0.03 from these maps. These estimates of the con-1010

tribution from Planck instrument noise to the scatter in1011

β are consistent with the total observed extrapolation1012

uncertainty of ∆β = 0.17, suggesting that the Planck1013

HFI instrument noise can account for most of the total1014

extrapolation error reported by the Planck experiment.1015

V.3. Intrinsic Variation in Spectral Index1016

In principle, intrinsic spatial variations in the polar-1017

ized dust spectral index can also contribute to the over-1018

all observed dispersion in β. As discussed in §II, varia-1019

tions in the intrinsic polarized dust spectral index can be1020

attributed to a plethora of different dust microphysics,1021

including, for example, variations in dust composition,1022

grain sizes, and orientation with respect to local ra-1023

diation/magnetic field geometries. We find that since1024

Planck instrument noise can account for most of the ob-1025

served dispersion in β in [15], the total error budget in β1026

does not require a contribution from intrinsic variations1027

in the polarized dust spectral index.1028

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION1029

Our main results are summarized below:1030

1. We showed that multiple line-of-sight contributions1031

from dust clouds of different temperature and po-1032

larization angle orientations can lead to signifi-1033

cant decorrelation in the observed line-of-sight in-1034

tegrated polarization parameters (i.e. the observed1035

Stokes parameters, polarization fraction and polar-1036

ization angle) when the polarized dust SED is ex-1037

trapolated from 350 Ghz to 150 GHz, resulting in1038

line-of-sight extrapolation noise (§II).1039

2. We performed a Monte Carlo analysis using two1040

different dust distribution models to estimate the1041

statistical properties of the line-of-sight extrapola-1042

tion noise, and found that both models are con-1043

sistent with each other, producing approximately1044

the same degree of line-of-sight extrapolation noise,1045

with 68th percentile errors of ∼ 7% in Q, ∼ 3% in1046

p and ∼ 1◦ in α when extrapolating dust properties1047

from 350 GHz to 150 GHz. However, the distribu-1048

tion of the line-of-sight extrapolation noise is non-1049

Gaussian with long tails, implying that sightlines1050

with very large line-of-sight extrapolation noise are1051

more likely to occur than expected from a Gaussian1052

distribution (§III -§IV, Fig. (5), Fig. (6)).1053

3. We extended the fiducial models to account for vari-1054

ations in the distribution of contributing clouds1055

along the line-of-sight, and quantified the line-of-1056

sight extrapolation noise in each variation (§IV.2).1057

4. We investigated the dependence of line-of-sight ex-1058

trapolation noise on the input parameters in our1059

Monte Carlo analysis, and found the line-of-sight1060

extrapolation noise to be most sensitive to the tem-1061

perature distribution of the dust clouds, and least1062

sensitive to the distribution of polarization frac-1063

tions of the dust clouds (§IV.3.1).1064

5. We explored various potential systematics, includ-1065

ing variations in the dust temperature distribution1066

with distance, the choice of the angular resolution1067

of the Pan-STARRS 1 dust reddening map used1068

in model 2, and the effect of Gaussian smoothing1069

and degradation of the angular scale of the pixels1070

in the generated I, Q and U maps, and found the1071

statistical properties of the line-of-sight extrapola-1072

tion noise to be insensitive to these effects §IV.3.2-1073

§IV.3.4.1074

6. We estimate that the line-of-sight extrapolation1075

noise is approximately 4% of the total extrapolation1076

uncertainty in the polarized dust power reported by1077

the Planck analysis [6], and is not a significant er-1078

ror source compared to current Planck instrument1079

noise §V.1080

Based on our current analysis and assumptions about1081

the dust population model, the line-of-sight extrapola-1082

tion noise is about an order of magnitude smaller than1083

the instrument noise, and about 4% of the total extrap-1084

olation uncertainty reported by the Planck experiment.1085

In this current noise-limited regime, the line-of-sight ex-1086

trapolation noise is small compared to instrument sen-1087

sitivity constraints. However, future CMB experiments1088

like CMB S4 [32] will drastically improve the instrument1089

sensitivity and reduce instrument systematics, allowing1090

us to perhaps enter a regime where line-of-sight extrapo-1091

lation noise becomes a significant foreground uncertainty.1092

In particular, if the inflationary B-mode signal is com-1093

parable to or below line-of-sight extrapolation noise lev-1094

els, accounting for this source of uncertainty becomes1095

potentially important. We can estimate the approxi-1096

mate level at which line-of-sight extrapolation noise be-1097

comes comparable to the inflationary B-mode signal by1098

scaling the Planck/BICEP2 results as follows: When1099

extrapolating the dust B-mode power DBB
` from 3531100

GHz to 150 GHz in the BICEP2 field, the total disper-1101

sion in the observed polarized dust spectral index β re-1102

sults in an extrapolation uncertainty of (+0.28,−0.24)×1103

10−2µK2
CMB in DBB

` . If line-of-sight extrapolation noise1104

is ∼4% of the total extrapolation uncertainty, its con-1105

tribution to the extrapolation uncertainty in DBB
` is1106
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(+1.2,−0.99)×10−4µK2
CMB, or approximately on the or-1107

der of ±10−4µK2
CMB.1108

On the other hand, the expected CMB primordial B-1109

mode power at ` = 80 for a tensor-to-scalar ratio of r = 11110

is 6.71× 10−2µK2
CMB [6]. The primordial B-mode power1111

scales linearly with r, so a CMB primordial B-mode spec-1112

trum at ` = 80 for r ≈ 0.0015 would have a power of1113

10−4µK2
CMB, comparable to the noise contribution from1114

the line-of-sight extrapolation noise. This implies that1115

in order to achieve a detection of the primordial B-mode1116

signal at scales of r . 0.0015, line-of-sight extrapolation1117

noise becomes a significant source of noise that has to1118

be accounted for. This simple scaling analysis assumes1119

that dust foreground separation uses dust maps at 3501120

GHz extrapolated down to 150 GHz. In principle, the1121

line-of-sight extrapolation noise would be larger if the1122

frequency range being extrapolated over increases (for1123

example, down to 95 GHz for BICEP3 [33]).1124

With that said, there are mitigating strategies that1125

can be used to reduce this astrophysical systematic un-1126

certainty. As discussed in §IV.1, if the distribution1127

of the line-of-sight extrapolation noise is non-Gaussian1128

with long tails, one possible strategy is to use informa-1129

tion from magnetic field tomography to identify non-1130

predictive sightlines on the tails of that distribution,1131

where the line-of-sight extrapolation noise is likely to be1132

large. By mapping the polarization of starlight from stars1133

at known distances along a line-of-sight, we can, in prin-1134

ciple, reconstruct the magnetic field geometry along that1135

line-of-sight. If such a study is conducted on regions tar-1136

geted by CMB experiments, we can infer the 3D polariza-1137

tion orientation of dust clouds in that target region. Since1138

the line-of-sight extrapolation noise tends to be more sig-1139

nificant along lines-of-sight where the polarization angle1140

of dust clouds are misaligned with respect to each other1141

(see e.g. §IV.3.1), one strategy to reduce the line-of-1142

sight extrapolation noise is to discern regions where the1143

magnetic fields are particularly misaligned along the line-1144

of-sight, and mask out these regions in CMB analyses.1145

Future magnetic field tomography experiments, such as1146

PASIPHAE [34] will play an important role in these ef-1147

forts to ameliorate this source of uncertainty.1148

While the line-of-sight extrapolation noise is part of an1149

astrophysical error floor that cannot be reduced by virtue1150

of better instrumental sensitivity alone, the extent of the1151

line-of-sight extrapolation noise may vary depending on1152

the dust model being considered. In this present study,1153

we used greybody dust models that were motivated by1154

and explicitly constructed to be consistent with observa-1155

tional constraints from the Planck experiment and cur-1156

rent efforts to characterize the 3D Galactic dust map.1157

That said, we recognize that the current best constraints1158

on the polarized dust SED allow for a large parameter1159

space of possible dust models and distributions, for which1160

our characterization of the extent of the line-of-sight ex-1161

trapolation noise is not valid. Future CMB experiments1162

may be able to further constrain the parameter space of1163

possible dust models, allowing us to better characterize1164

the extent of this effect. Hence, this present study should1165

be treated as the first step towards a more comprehensive1166

study of the line-of-sight extrapolation noise.1167

Note added: After this paper was completed, the1168

Planck collaboration released a study of decorrelation in1169

dust polarization properties between frequencies due to1170

spatial variations in the polarized dust SED [35]. The1171

line-of-sight extrapolation noise discussed here could be1172

responsible for at least part of this decorrelation; there-1173

fore the models introduced here complement their anal-1174

ysis. They pointed out that inaccurate extrapolation of1175

polarized dust properties between frequencies can result1176

in a positively biased estimate of the tensor-to-scalar ra-1177

tio, r. This underscores the importance of the effect1178

treated here.1179
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Poisson Model (Model 1) Pan-STARRS 1 Dust Reddening Map (Model 2)

Clouds/kpc Tmean σT pmean Cumulative Distance Modulus Tmean σT pmean

1 19.700 1.53 0.066 4.0 19.700 1.40 0.060

2 19.682 1.75 0.075 4.5 19.695 1.70 0.076

3 19.664 2.02 0.087 5.0 19.690 2.05 0.093

4 19.646 2.22 0.100 5.5 19.685 2.40 0.110

5 19.628 2.45 0.110 6.0 19.680 2.73 0.130

6 19.610 2.66 0.121 6.5 19.675 2.94 0.137

7 19.592 2.87 0.130 7.0 19.670 3.20 0.150

8 19.574 3.05 0.138 7.5 19.665 3.30 0.155

9 19.556 3.19 0.146 8.0 19.660 3.40 0.155

10 19.538 3.35 0.154 8.5 19.655 3.42 0.155

11 19.520 3.52 0.161 9.0 19.650 3.45 0.155

12 19.502 3.60 0.167 9.5 19.645 3.48 0.157

13 19.484 3.71 0.174 10.0 19.640 3.45 0.157

14 19.466 3.81 0.179 10.5 19.635 3.48 0.157

15 19.448 4.00 0.186 11.0 19.630 3.50 0.157

16 19.430 4.15 0.193 11.5 19.625 3.60 0.157

17 19.412 4.22 0.198 12.0 19.620 3.65 0.157

18 19.394 4.35 0.201 12.5 19.615 3.65 0.157

19 19.376 4.53 0.206 13.0 19.610 3.65 0.157

20 19.358 4.64 0.211 13.5 19.605 3.65 0.157

21 19.340 4.70 0.214 14.0 19.600 3.65 0.157

22 19.322 4.79 0.217 14.5 19.595 3.65 0.157

23 19.304 4.95 0.222 15.0 19.590 3.65 0.157

24 19.286 5.00 0.228 15.5 19.585 3.65 0.157

25 19.268 5.14 0.233 16.0 19.580 3.65 0.157

26 19.250 5.30 0.238 16.5 19.575 3.65 0.157

27 19.232 5.40 0.240 17.0 19.570 3.65 0.157

28 19.214 5.48 0.244 17.5 19.565 3.65 0.157

29 19.196 5.65 0.246 18.0 19.560 3.65 0.157

30 19.178 5.70 0.248 18.5 19.555 3.65 0.157

19.0 19.550 3.65 0.157

TABLE III. Summary of the best-fit Gaussian distributions for temperature T and polarization fraction p for different variations
of two dust distribution models. For model 1, T and p are refitted for different distributions of mean cloud number along a
line-of-sight. For model 2, T and p are refitted for different cumulative distance moduli bins. For both models, the standard
deviation in the polarization fraction remained unchanged from the fiducial model, σp = 0.03. Details are discussed in §IV.2.
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